muwaššaba.4 4
There is reason to believe that these anonymous Hebrew muwaššabät 5 represent a link between the oral, unwritten stage of the strophic forms, which according to Ibn Bassam,6 were "invented"
in Cabra in Al-Andalus, and the literary stage, which culminated in the llth and 12th centuries.
In his various studies of Mozarabic lyrics, S. M. Stern has shown the close relationship between the Arabic and the Hebrew nzu2wallabdt through the art of "imitation", widely practised by the Jews, as well as by the Arabs themselves, during the period when strophic poetry had acquired literary status.7 Less, however, is known about the practice of imitation in the preceding 9th and 10th centuries. The opening line complies with the barla rules as they are stipulated by Ibn Sana' al-Mulk.9 The speaker expresses inquietude, which is usually done in Romance haragdt through a question or sudden exclamation, rhetorically : "What is the matter with me, and what has happened to me?"
The second line is puzzling as it stands, owing to the quality of the manuscript. We may, according to the "rules", expect one of two conventional themes:
1. Lament over separation from the beloved. 2. Allusion to a pungent theme or subject.
(The possibility of its being a panegyric need not be considered in this case.) Y. Schirmann has refrained from attempting to restore the second line of the parga. By applying the above-mentioned fixed terminology from other parga patterns, the second theme, however, suggests itself. The following parga from an anonymous Arabic muwaššaba belongs to a series of erotic haraidt, some of which S. M. Stern has referred to elsewhere i° : 11IabbÜbI kassar nahdajja 2va habbal daljl7 lva yalza11l fI šafatayya (a11lda 1-nakdli.11
The words nahd, dalal and šafa signify the breast, the locks and the lips of the girl, and 'awda 1-nakil may allude either to the physical subjugation or to the inner affiction, 'amda being probably an error for 'inda 12 and nakdl having the double signification of "torment" and "subjugation".13 This theme appears in an elaborated arrangement in a mtlwaš šaba by Ibn Labbana 14 and one by Abu Bakr Yahya al-Sayrafi.15 The almost identical phrasing in these two haragat points towards a written transmission.
We have, moreover, two samples of a parga from the culmination of strophic poetry in the "literary stage", in a zagal by Ibn Quzmdn and a muwaššaba by Ibn Baqi.16 These two haragit correspond with the parga of the anonymous Hebrew muwaš šaba: 9 The harga is, preferably, pronounced by "a girl, a drunkard or a dove". D�r at-Tir�z,
